Within-task switching in the verbal domain.
Task-switching, a term that covers a wide range of different cognitive processes, is a topic of considerable current interest. We draw particular attention to verbal within-task switching in neurological patients and healthy volunteers. The paradigm employs two types of fluency tasks: (i) semantic category verbal fluency in which subjects covertly produce words from a predefined superordinate semantic category and (ii) automatic speech tasks in which subjects produce words from overlearned sequences. In the single-category conditions, words are produced from one category at a time; in the switching conditions, words are produced alternately from three categories. For example, the semantic categories could be fruits, cars, and furniture and the automatic categories could be days of the week, letters of the alphabet, and months of the year. In a previous fMRI study of healthy volunteers, the main group effect of switching (semantic category and automatic speech) relative to single-category fluency (semantic category and automatic speech) showed significant activations (p < 0.05 corrected) only in bilateral superior posterior parietal cortex, Brain 125, 1024-1038). There was no significant prefrontal activation as a main effect of switching. In this paper we present further results from that experiment which show a surprising lack of consistent frontal lobe switch activations in single-subject analyses. These findings are discussed in relation to other neuroimaging studies of task-switching and the role of convergent neuropsychological data from patients with neurodegenerative disease.